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Dwarf galaxies!

Wright et al. 2017, Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017



   

Wright et al. 2017, 
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017

Dwarf galaxies!



   

Gas-rich star-forming dwarf galaxies

Karachentsev et al. 2013 

All Local Volume
Dwarf galaxies

Increasing gas fraction



   

Importance of studying dwarfs

  Structure in this ΛCDM universe:  

  hierarchical structure formation 

  → DM halos grow via merger and 
      accretion

  Dwarf galaxies:

  appear at the beginning of  

  the galaxy formation ladder

  Nearby dwarfs are unique:

   → understanding how stars form
   in low metallicity, low dust ISM

   → necessary to understand 
   star formation in the first galaxies



   

Kennicutt-Schmidt relation 

Bigiel et al. 2008, 2010
Apertures

                                                                              



   

Global vs Resolved apertures 

Roychowdhury et al. 2009, 2014

Greyscale: HI
Contours: FUV(SFR)
Ellipse: Holmberg disk

Greyscale: FUV(SFR)
Contours: HI



   

Disk-averaged relation for faint dwarfs

Kennicutt 1998 starbursts

Kennicutt 1998
spirals

Wyder et al. 2009 LSBs

Black circles: FIGGS

Roychowdhury et al. 2009, 2014



   

An introduction to 
dwarf galaxies

Tracers of SFR

SFR: FUV emission, originates from the photospheres of stars 
covering the full mass spectrum from O- through later type B-stars

M*  3 M≳ ⊙

Measures star formation over lifetime of stars ~ 108 yrs

SFR: Hα emission, recombination line from gas ionized by the most 
massive O- and early-type B-stars

M*  17 M≳ ⊙

Measures lifetime over ~ few million yrs

SFR: dust, re-processed radiation, affects UV more → minimal, 
correction factor added whenever 24 μm emission detected 

NCRA, Pune, 25th June 2013



   

Estimating the effect of bursty SF

Stochastically Lighting Up Galaxies (SLUG) code (da Silva et al. 2012, 2014):
 Monte Carlo realizations of photometric properties given SFH, IMF, ICMF 
 Increasing bias (median of estimated SFR lower) and scatter at low SFRs
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Measuring SFRs in HI dominated regime

SFRs are intrinsically low in this regime.

'Resolved' studies with small regions brings measured SFR down further.

Dwarf galaxies have 'bursty' star formation history.

'Resolved' regions in spirals will also be affected by local variations of SFH.

Possible work-arounds:

Use FUV as the tracer of star formation

Average over large enough area to reduce local variations in SFH

For resolved study: use total summed flux from ‘similar’ resolved regions 

before converting flux to SFR



   

Resolved fluxes converted to SFR
THINGS galaxies ~ 1 kpc scales

Roychowdhury et al. 2015



   

Measuring SFR after binning flux
THINGS galaxies ~ 1 kpc scales

Roychowdhury et al. 2015



   

K-S relation in the HI dominated regime

Bigiel et al. 2010

                                                                              

Bigiel et al. 2008
                                                                              

Leroy et al. 2013

                                                                              

Roychowdhury et al. 2015

HI dominated 
regions only



   

Variation with metallicity

                            Red: FIGGS 400 pc             Blue: THINGS 400 pc

The amount of dust in the ISM scales with the measured metallicity

(i) Sites of H2 formation, (ii) the shielding of UV radiation enabling H2 
formation

HI dominated 
regions only

Roychowdhury et al. 2015



   

atomic hydrogen                 molecular hydrogen                  stars

                  HI to H2 conversion                     K-S law with H2                        

          threshold, metallicity dependent

                                +
Thermal pressure defines a CNM density floor

Recipe: KMT13 Model



   

ISM in vertical dynamical equilibrium and thermal equilibrium

                 atomic hydrogen                                              stars                   
                                                                                          

SN remnant expansion + stellar FUV heating → 
turbulent + thermal pressure

Recipe: OML10 Model



   

Comparison with models

Blue: OML10 model for outer disks
Red: KMT+ model
Metallicity: 0.1 ZꙨ for FIGGS, varied between 0.4 and 1 ZꙨ for spirals

Feedback from previous generations of stars sets up the physical conditions 
responsible for star formation in HI dominated ISM

FIGGS THINGS

Roychowdhury et al. 2015



   

Extended Schmidt law

Shi et al. 2011

ES Law KS Law



   

Extended Schmidt law, with dwarfs

Roychowdhury et al. 2017

ES Law KS Law



   

Extended Schmidt law

Shi et al. 2018



   

Baryon cycle in dwarf galaxies

Bolatto et al. 2011
SMC



   

Baryon cycle in dwarf galaxies



   

Magnetic field amplification in Irr s
Highest resolution and most sensitive map of IC 10 at 0.32 GHZ, 
combined with 6 GHz → Radio-FIR correlation  

How magnetic fields are amplified in irregular galaxies → SFR 
feedback driven turbulent amplification of magnetic field

Equipartition 
magnetic field

Basu, Roychowdhury et al. 2017
NT spectral index



   

Baryon cycle in dwarf galaxies



   

Baryon cycle in dwarf galaxies



Dust cycle using FIR & submm

Gas-to-dust of dwarf galaxies, especially the ones at the lowest metallicities
Evolutionary models require → different modes of formation and evolution of 
dust, outflows, inflows  

De Vis et al. (2017)

Closed box models with
different SFHs

Model III: outflows 

● With dust destruction
● Decreasing SN dust yields
● Increasing grain growth
● Increasing inflows+outflows



Measuring gas-to-dust

Gas masses are based on single dish 
measurements

Dwarf galaxies have extended disks

Their gas disks are also most vulnerable to 
disturbance by tidal interactions or star 
formation feedback

Van Eymeren et al. (2010)

Chung et al. (2009)
Walter et al. (2007)



Dust cycle in dwarf galaxies

DustPedia : 875 galaxies → photometry in 42 bands from UV to sub-mm

Legacy of Herschel,    velocity < 3000 km/s,      D25 > 1 arcmin 

~ 150 dwarf galaxies

Adding resolved HI 21 cm maps to the mix



Dust cycle in dwarf galaxies

GALEX SDSS

DSS 2MASS WISE

Spitzer PACS

SPIRE

VLA (HI 21 cm)



Dust cycle in dwarf galaxies

DustPedia : 875 galaxies → photometry in 42 bands from UV to sub-mm

Legacy of Herschel,    velocity < 3000 km/s,      D25 > 1 arcmin 

~ 150 dwarf galaxies

Adding resolved HI 21 cm maps to the mix

Metallicity 12+log(O/H) < 8  → < 20% solar → < SMC metallicity

28 DustPedia dwarf galaxies 

+ 19 from Dwarf Galaxy Survey → mostly BCDs 

HerBIE → new dust SED model → hierarchical Bayesian inference 

(Galliano et al. 2018)

Required for dwarf galaxy observations 

Stay tuned for results!



   

Summary

The Kennicutt-Schmidt relation in the HI dominated regime – star 
forming dwarf galaxies – is representative of something deeper

The complex interplay of star formation feedback and the ISM

Consequently → Extended Schmidt relation holds for dwarf irregulars

Feedback from star formation correlated with the magnetic field 
strength in dwarf irregular galaxy

The gas-stars-dust cycle in dwarf galaxies is being investigated by 
combining state-of-the-art data and models

A comprehensive picture of the baryon cycle in star forming dwarf 
galaxies is slowly but surely being constructed
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